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Veganism benefits all!

Already as a twelve-year old Kyle Luzynski was

aware of the injustice and violence in the animal

industry and became vegan. One Thanksgiving he

showed pictures at the big family dinner, on animal

cruelty taken from the industry. The reactions were

not good and he went silent about animal rights for

many years. But his conviction and conscious lead

him forward. Today he is the leader of the Animal

Rights organization Project Animal Freedom, that  

works with the goal to create a Vegan Midwest by

2056, with the HQ in St Louis.

Kyle is truly inspiring, positive and committed to

animal justice and veganism. Today he has a whole

family supporting him, and many members have

turned vegan and has followed his example. With a

committed strategy he reaches out broad and today

Project Animal Freedom reach millions of people

through social media with their message of

veganism, animal justice and equality. 
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“Midwest is our major focus today, even if we hope

to expand to the whole of the US., and ban animal

farming and create a national solution.”

Thanks to their great efforts, the numbers of activists

are going up. At the moment they are building

strategies to reach out to vegans and other

stakeholders in society. They are also working

together with other groups such as feminists groups,

environmental groups and non-waste groups.

 

“What made me an activist, not just a vegan, was a

speech in St Louis that I was invited to, about the

situation for billions of animals. To prepare myself

for the speech I read a lot of quotes about veganism

and Animal Rights theory. Once I realized how

profound Animal Agriculture is, I decided to

dedicate my life to fighting for animals and animal

liberation.”

 

Social media is an important tool for Project Animal

Freedom in their work to reach out and build

community and grow as fast as possible. Kyle is

convinced that you can build a community from

nothing and that is what he has done. Today they

reach people all around the world on social media,

and thousands of people have joined their network.

“When you have a community, you get funders,

volunteers and supporters. It is important to collect

the core people and build from there. Then we can

support each other, and help each other to reach

out. Veganism is growing fast now and we need to

create a revolution and implement core values, with

the aim of transforming institutions and mindsets.

We also have strategic goals and tools for activists.”

For Kyle it is essential that all activism they do is

sustainable. All animal rights activists are needed in

the long run, even if people need to take temporary

breaks. “The more you know, the more vegan you

go”, is a quote he uses and states that knowledge is

painful but also very liberating.

“The horrors and injustice in animal agriculture is so

horrific, our language cannot find words. It is so

extreme that it requires a revolution in

consciousness that most people are not yet

prepared to take on. Compassion for all becomes

extreme only in extreme injustice.“

He says that environmentalism is framed to protect

humans in the end. Veganism on the other hand, is
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Read more about their work at: https://www.projectanimalfreedom.org/

about protecting others as well, but is also the key

for solving many of the problems humanity are

facing today. In the end, we all benefit from creating

a vegan world. 

“We humans have built an entire tradition based on

animal exploitation and a revolutionary change is

needed. We have to overcome bias and be equals.

The blind spot in society shows clearly how deep

speciesism still is. In order to create animal

liberation you have to change your habits and do

the transition to plant based food. Veganism is

about living your values and create a world in true

justice”.
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